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Highlights Cybersecurity Act and policy actions
Moderated by Andreas Mitrakas
Pierre Chastanet
Sean Estrada
Leire Orue‐Echevarria
Damir Savanovic
Speech by Silke Holtmanns
Keynote speech by Francois Ambrosini
Key use cases of Cloud Computing Certification for successful implementation
Impact of certification on Cloud service providers based in the EU; added value for overseas
service providers
Big gaps to consider include: assurance levels;
The impact of a mandatory Cloud certification scheme
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Key highlights 1/2
Consider jurisdiction issues on the Cloud and align EU legislation across
cybersecurity and product legislation
The EU internal market provides a unique opportunity to combine high level
service offering on the Cloud with a robust legal framework for the free flow of
personal and non personal data alike
Customer oriented service providers seek to align a sound service with
compliance, including compliance as a service
The apparent deterrent of multiple cloud certifications schemes can be alleviated
by mapping across multiple ones or condensing to a single framework in the EU
About a quarter of EU‐based businesses operate on the cloud and only 17% use
advance services thereof. As security is quoted as the main concern, action is
required to shift to an EU model on cloud certification that appeals to users
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Key highlights 2/2
The impact of the CSA on SMEs matters; developing a cloud
certification scheme means that ca. 70% of requirements is shared
across current schemes and an additional 15% is partially so
Public procurement is likely to be influenced by the certification
framework
While people and skills certification is beyond the scope of the CSA,
developing further these areas in important for the public and private
It is important to build trust and clarity at the requirements level
Vulnerability analysis needs to take into aspects of the market as well
of defence needs etc.
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